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ProtoDUNE HD  
Slow Controls DB & UConDB 

Update on ProtoDUNE DB 
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Abstract proposal for CHEP2024 

we sent to DUNE-computing consortium for approval
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ProtoDUNE database system
• DUNE will produce vast amounts of metadata, which describe the data coming from the read-out of the 

primary DUNE detectors.


• An unstructured database (UConDB) holds the master store of metadata which collects info from all 
databases, allowing for maximal flexibility. UConDB object is a BLOB* - document (PDF, JSON, XML, CSV, 
text, FHICL, HDF5, …) - image - anything - The database is unaware of BLOB’s internal structure, UConDB 
records (independent) timelines for multiple objects, identified by name.  

https://ucondb.readthedocs.io/en/latest/


Slow Control DB: 
-> Device values stored at 

high rate giving O(10GB)/day

-> Subset will be moved to UconDB, 

we need better understating of sensorlist


* Object storage is a computer data storage approach that manages data 


as "blobs" or "objects". Each object is typically associated with 


a variable amount of metadata, and a  globally unique identifier. 

https://ucondb.readthedocs.io/en/latest/


•Working on ProtoDUNE conditions database, investigate data from Slow 
Controls (Detector Control System aka ‘DCS’)  
E.g., LAr temp. & purity, high-voltage, ground impedance  

•Indexed by time stamp & stored in SC archive (‘DCS-DB’) 

Slow Controls

What I am working on
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We need to send the data 

from CERN (NP04) to Fermilab (UConDB)



What is my responsibility on this project for now? 

Getting familiarized with the slow control data  -> ✓ 

Extract the data from database in different timestamps, convert unix time to date time, and then plot ->  ✓ 

After the data extraction from NP04, sending the data to UconDB and store data there ->  ✓


 -> In UConDB there is a test folder, and a test object, that I just sent the DB in lxplus to test UConDB in 
dunegpvm. I tried this with admin password and it was successful -> ✓

(But in reality, I need to send to the protodune_conditions in UConDB, and the object: slow_controls, actually I have to create this for the first time)


 I combined all of these above in a one code from scratch.  -> ✓ 

After the new comprehensive code, I will transfer all necessary data from DCS-DB to Masterstore 


(from CERN to Fermilab) automatically. ->  ✓

-> Once that its working correctly we should merge my code with the cron jobs that Ana Paula has set up, so 
that every time that there is a new run my code is run and the HV is uploaded. But we don’t need to redo the 
cron jobs, just add to them -> NOT YET


 What I just created the script to get the HV data in different time periods, then plotted, I just get the mean 
and std of that values -> ✓


-> Then, after creating the script to get mean and std, we need to send the HV mean and std to the 

conditions db (ConDB) -> NOT YET
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Visualization
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Extract the data from database in different timestamps, convert unix time to date time, and then plot ->  ✓ 


After the data extraction from NP04, sending the data to UconDB and store data there ->  ✓


I just get the mean and std of the HV for specific 

run numbers: ->  ✓



Some weird periods in the HV that I noticed

-> The identified periods where the HV is changing quickly (basically the vertical lines in the plot) and we can mark them as 
‘unstable’ so that they can be excluded from further analysis.

I talked to some ProtoDUNE detector operations expert and they mentioned that

-> If there are negative values in HV, then the controls are disconnected from the power supply. The power supply delivers 
2 analogue signals 0-10 V equivalent to the maximum range for Voltage and Current.
-> In operation HV must be always positive, if it goes in negative for short period is because perhaps, they changed the 
power supply unplugging and plugging the connectors.



Conclusion
So far, so good !…

For the histogram I made for the ProtoDUNE HV data:


Filippo Resnati @CERN: 

"Yes, the plot makes sense. The HV on the cathode is slightly on." 


For now: 
I can extract HV data from the database in between different timestamps 

I can save the HV data to a CSV file from JSON

I can send the ProtoDUNE data to UConDB: from CERN machines (lxplus) 


     to Fermilab machines (dunegpvm)

I tried to send one of the CSV files which includes HV data in 


between different timestamps to UConDB in dunegpvm 

To the test folder in UConDB, I was able to send the data CSV file successfully

Getting the mean and std for specific runs 
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Slow Controls Data @CERN
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The histogram from 

temperature map 


I extracted for 04-14-2024 

and different timestamps: 

TE0121 (Type 1) 290.7 K:

SCADA: Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition



ProtoDUNE Slow Controls HD Data 
This list aims to document what information from the slow controls archive is needed for offline data processing. 

Horizontal Drift: A more comprehensive list of all metadata needed for offline reconstruction.


The following data is needed: 

LAr purity (= electron lifetime) 

LAr temperature HV (drift-inducing & to find unstable periods) 

Laser System? (independent system, not yet connected to the DCS-DB) 
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For example, HV values of  
the Heinz_V_Cathode for today 


